North Vancouver has a number of great trails and parks areas where your pet can enjoy the freedom of being off-leash. This map points out all the trails and parks where this is possible. See also the enlargements of certain parks on the reverse side.

Remember that your dog must be supervised at all times. Take a look for, and obey, all signage regarding leashes. The off-leash privilege is afforded in designated areas and only when your dog remains within your sight, under voice control, and will respond to your commands. Be sure your dog wants to be there. Some dogs, like people, are shy and would rather not be in an off-leash area with several other dogs. Leash up immediately if your dog or another dog becomes aggressive and stop any fights before they start. Please keep dogs that are “in season” away from off-leash areas.

For more detailed or current information on dogs in parks regulations, refer to Bylaw 5981. Dogs are welcome on leash in many areas throughout the District. This map will help you locate places where dogs must be on-leash as well as where they may be allowed off-leash and where they are not permitted at all.

For information about Dog Regulations contact the Parks Department at (604) 990-3800.

For the well-being of all creatures!

North Vancouver District Parks
North Vanouver District Parks

where they can’t go—and why. It’s all about sharing
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Horse sense

It’s better for everyone if your dog is on a leash

It’s important to always have your dog on a leash when you’re in a designated off-leash area.

So you do—

Some beaches, playing fields, picnic areas, spray pools, and some shots

Dogs eat plants, which may include noxious weeds, such as foxtail. When you’ve finished a hike, check and treat your dog’s foot pads for injury. Your dog’s foot pads might not be used to hard and rocky, or gravel surfaces. Avoid natural brushes and rocks if you think your dog may eat them.

Nothing shows you care like a license and some shots

For more information, visit www.districtparks.com, or call 604-990-3711.

Respect the park, its plants & wildlife

Always keep your dog on a leash when in parks. Be aware of all other dogs that might be present when you’re off-leash with your dog. Keep an eye on other dogs’ reactions or actions that might be dangerous. Dogs that consume raw salmon and away from shorelines. Swift moving currents can be dangerous. Dogs that consume raw salmon and away from shorelines. Swift moving currents can be dangerous. Dogs that consume raw salmon and away from shorelines. Swift moving currents can be dangerous. Dogs that consume raw salmon and away from shorelines. Swift moving currents can be dangerous.

WHAT'S WORSE THAN A SNEAKER TREAD FULL OF POOP? KEEPING UP AFTER YOUR PUP PUTS DOWN

Pick up what your pup puts down

Never allow dogs to dig holes or cause damage to trails, their home.

Bridgman, Seylynn, Lynn Canyon & Inter River Parks

Respect the trails, but they might not love your dog
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